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Why we need poetry

Your eyes are like... eyes. Your lips are like... well... they're like lips...
We would love to keep talking but it's getting a literate...
Puns are bad but poetry is verse.
What is Poetry?

- life
- emotion
- expression
- beautiful
- selfreferential
- different
- vision
- prose
- in verse
- it's an art
- expression
- básnění
Post-its (Analog)

- 4 color post-its
- Each color represents a category: Nature, Action, Sense, Quality.
- With a black sharpie, share one word you associate with each category.
- Stick your post-its on the white board.
Post-its (Digital)

- Look for Post-it® Plus in your app marketplace.
- Enable handwriting recognition.
- Press the "plus" icon at the bottom of the screen.
- Press the "camera" icon to the left and photograph the board.
- Create your virtual board.
- Share the tiles with the "share" icon in the upper right-hand corner of the screen.
- Select "ZIP archive with images" and then select your email client from the menu to compose an email.
- Open your inbox, download and unzip the attachment.
Padlet

- Get into 5 groups
- bit.ly/2020poetry
- Compose your poems using the saved tiles.
Finish each other's poems

→ Remain in your groups
→ Draw a group whose poem you'll be completing.
→ Complete it by adding at least one tile.

“Once I start writing a poem, I can’t stop.”
Tools Used

→ mentimeter.com
→ Post-it Plus app
→ padlet.com
IF THE GREATEST POETS OF ALL TIME HAD ACCESS TO MODERN TECHNOLOGY...

THOSE CATS ARE HILARIOUS!
Questions? Comments?

- Great ideas
- I like all three tools very much
- Thank you!
The End